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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we construct a representation space for the essential spectrum 
of an operator in the category of Banach lattices. Our representation space is 
constructed for Banach lattices and is also a Banach lattice. By a representa- 
tion space for the essential spectrum we mean that the essential spectrum of the 
operator is identified with the usual spectrum of its extension to the representa- 
tion space. The fact that the representation space is a Banach lattice has 
interesting consequences. A monotonicity result for the essential spectrum 
already proved by B. de Pagter and A.R. Schep follows easily from our results. 
All Banach lattices E considered are assumed to be complex, i.e., E= 
E, @ iER, the complexification of a real Banach lattice ER. The absolute value 
in ER is extended to E by means of the formula IzI = sup{(cos 0)x+ (sin 0)~: 
018527r}, where z=x+iy with x,y~E, (see 1151, Chap.11, §ll or [17], 
Sect. 91) and the norm in E satisfies llzll = 11 Iz/jI for all ZEE. Given XE Et, we 
mean by the complex order interval [-x,x] the following subset: 
[-x,x] = (seE: Iz/ 5x}. 
Given A c E, we say that A is order bounded if A is included in some complex 
order interval. Let E be a complex Banach lattice. By L!?(E) we denote the space 
* The third author was supported by a F.P.I. grant from the Spanish Ministerio de Educaci6n y 
Ciencia. 
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of all bounded linear operators of E into E. If TEE, then T has a unique 
extension as a linear operator on E by defining 
T(f+ig) = Tf+iTg, AgeE,. 
The set S(E,) can be regarded thus as a real linear subspace of S(E). Any 
operator in this subspace is called real. For TEL?(E) there exist canonical real 
operators Re T, Im T such that Tz= (Re T)z+ i(Im T)z for all z EE,. An 
operator TELL? is said to be positive (Tz 0) if T is equal to Re T and TzzO 
for z E E,, T is called regular if T can be written as a linear combination of 
positive operators. The space of all regular operators of E into E is denoted by 
JP(E). 
If E is a complex Banach space and TEL$?(E) we denote, as usual, the spec- 
trum by a(T), the point spectrum by a,(T) and the spectral radius by r(T). 
Recall that TE 9(E) is called upper (lower) semi-Fredholm if T(E) is closed and 
its kernel (cokernel) Ker T (E/T(E)) is finite dimensional. The set of all upper 
(lower) semi-Fredholm operators will be denoted by Q+(E) (respectively, 
Q_(E)). Q(E) := G+(E) fl Q_(E) is the set of the so-called Fredholm opera- 
tors. The Fredholm domain of TELS?(E) is defined by: 
Q(T) := (AEC: (AZ-T)E@(E)}. 
The set C\ Q(T) will be called the (Wolf) essential spectrum of T, and will be 
denoted by a,,,(T). We also use the following notation taken from [4]: 
a,:,(T) := {A EC: (AZ- T) $ Q+(E)}, 
a,,(T) := {A EC: (AZ- T) $0_(E)). 
We have that a,,,(T) = c&(T) U o,;,(T). The essential spectrum of T is equal 
to the spectrum of the canonical image of Tin the Calkin algebra L?(E)/X(E), 
where X(E) denotes the ideal of compact operators in E. A classical result of 
Atkinson (see, e.g. [9], Prop. 25.2) states that II- T is invertible modulo X(E) 
if and only if it is invertible modulo the ideal S(E) of finite rank operators. 
The essential spectral radius of T is defined by r,,,(T) := sup{ IL 1: A E a,,,(T)}. 
We have that 
where 
IITII,,, = dist(T,N(E)) = inf{/T-KII: KEX(E)}. 
1. REPRESENTATION SPACE FOR THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
We shall use the following interesting representation of semi-Fredholm 
operators introduced by Sadovskij [14] and later (independently) by Bouni, 
Harte and Wickstead [4]. If E is a Banach space then let l,(E) denote the 
Banach space of all bounded sequences (x,) in E equipped with the supremum 
norm II(x,)II~ := su~~II-4: n E N}. Let m(E) be the subspace of Z,(E) of those 
sequences (x,,) in E such that its range {xn: n E N} is relatively compact in E. 
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The quotient space I,(E)/m(E) is denoted by 9(E). If TEE, P(T) 
denotes the bounded operator induced from Y(E) to Y(E), i.e.: 
P(T)((x,) + m(E)) = Ux,) + m(E), V’(G) E I”(E). 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2 and 3 in [4] 
and Theorem 3.4 in [8]. 
1.1. THEOREM. Let E be a Banach space and TEA?. Then: 
(9 o&(T) = o,(p(T)). 
(ii) ~&(T)={AEC: AI-P(T) is not sur-ective}. 
(iii) o,,,(T) = a(P(T)). 
Let E be a Banach lattice. In general, the representation space .9(E) is not 
a Banach lattice, because m(E) is not an order ideal of I,(E). Hence this 
representation space is not useful in order to study the spectral properties of 
positive operators in Banach lattices. The aim of this note is to introduce 
another representation space for the essential spectrum in such a way that this 
space becomes a Banach lattice. Let us recall the notion of almost order 
boundedness. A subset D of the Banach lattice E is called almost order bounded 
(see [17]) if for every e>O there exists u>O such that DC [-u,u] +&BE, BE 
being the closed unit ball of E. It is easy to see that D c [-u, u] +&BE if and 
only if Il(lfi -u)+~/IE for allfeD. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let E be a Banach lattice. Let s(E) be the space of those 
sequences (x,,) in E such that its range {x,,: n E N} is almost order bounded. 
We observe that s(E) is a closed order ideal of the Banach lattice I,(E). Con- 
sequently, the quotient Banach space I,(E)/s(E), which we denote by 8, is a 
Banach lattice. 
Since not every operator TEE leaves invariant s(E), not every bounded 
operator T induces a bounded operator T in l?. We are going to define a large 
closed subalgebra of 9(E) whose members induce bounded operators in ,E?. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let E be a Banach lattice. An operator TEA?(E) is called 
quasi-regular if Tmaps order bounded sets into almost order bounded sets. The 
set of all quasi-regular operators will be denoted by _?Zq’(E). 
Since every regular linear operator maps order bounded sets onto order 
bounded sets (see [15], IV, 1.2), the space P’(E) of all regular operators is a 
linear subspace of Yjq’(E). 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach lattice. Then gq’(E) is a closed sub- 
algebra of the Banach algebra 9?(E). Moreover, every Tegq’(E) induces an 
operator F in 9(E). 
PROOF. If Te.ZZq’(E) and DC E is almost order bounded, it is easy to see 
that T(D) is almost order bounded. From this, it follows that gqr(E) is a sub- 
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algebra of _?Z(E). In the same way, we also observe that T induces a bounded 
operator T in J!? by the formula 
F[(x,) + s(E)] := (TX,) + s(E). 
Finally, if {T,} is a sequence in gq’(E) such that T, + T in g?(E) and x2 0, 
since [-x,x] is a norm bounded set, given c>O, there exists m E N such that 
(T- T,,J([-x,x]) c c/2BE. 
Since T, EZ~?~‘(E), there exists ~20 such that 
T,(]-x,x1) c ]--U, ul + (E/WE. 
Thus, T([-x,x]) c [-u, u] +&BE. Hence TE.JZ’~‘(E). Therefore, gqr(E) is 
closed in g(E) with respect to the uniform topology. Q.E.D. 
Recall that if E is a Banach lattice, then the operator TEA? is called 
AM-compact if T maps order bounded sets onto relatively compact sets (equi- 
valently, T maps almost order bounded sets onto relatively compact sets). It 
should be noted that our definition differs from that given in [17] because we 
do not assume T to be order bounded. We notice that if E is a Banach function 
space with order continuous norm, then any absolute integral operator in E is 
AM-compact (see [17], Thm. 123.9). Obviously, every AM-compact operator 
TE 5!?(E) is quasi-regular, hence it induces a bounded operator F in 8. Further- 
more T(s(E))c_m(E). This inclusion yields the following result. 
1 S. THEOREM. Let E be a Banach lattice and let TEE be an AM-compact 
operator. Then 
(0 o,(F) - (01 = o,(P(T)) - 101. 
(ii) If J #0, then AI-F is surjective if and only if II- P(T) is surjective. 
(iii) a(T)-(O) =a(P(T))- (0). 
(iv) o&(T) - (0) = o,(T) - (01, a&,(T)- (0) = {A ~0: H-T is not surjec- 
tive} and a,,,(T)-{O}=o(T)-(0). 
PROOF. (i) Let O#A@a,(F). If (AI-P(T))[(x,)+m(E)] =0, then ((Al- T)x,)E 
m(E) es(E). So, since (AZ- F) is one-to-one, we have that (x,) ES(E). It follows 
from the AM-compactness of T that (TX,) E m(E). Hence, (Ax,,) E m(E). Since 
A 20, (x,,) E m(E). Therefore Iz $ o,,(P(T)). Conversely, suppose that 0 #A $ 
o,(P(T)). Let us prove that (AZ-T) is one-to-one. If (AI-F)[(x,)+s(E)] =0, 
then ((AZ- T)x,,)Es(E). It follows from the AM-compactness of T that 
((AI- T) TX,,) E m(E). 
Thus, since @I- P(T)) is one-to-one, (Tx,)~rn(E). Hence (Ax,) Ed. As 
A ~0, we have (x,) ES(E). Therefore, (AI- F) is one-to-one. 
(ii) Suppose that @I- F) is onto and )3 #O. Then, given (y,) E l,(E), there 
exists (x,JEI,(E) such that 
((AI- T)x, -Y,) es(E). 
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Since T is AM-compact, we have 
(WZ- T)x, -Y,,)) = ((AZ- T)(Tx, +Y,) - &) E m(E). 
It follows that 
W- ~V))[(l~~)(Tx, +yn) + m(E)1 = (YJ + m(E). 
Hence @Z-P(T)) is onto. Finally, since m(E)Cs(E), it is easy to see that if 
@Z-P(T)) is onto then (AZ- F) is onto. 
(iii) is consequence of (i) and (ii) and (iv) is consequence of (i) and Theorem 
1.1. Q.E.D. 
1.6. REMARK. In the above theorem we prove that for T AM-compact 
o(F) - (01 = o,,,(T) - (01. 
The equality a(~)=a,,,(T) does not hold in general. In fact, choose E= 
II 0 C([O, 11). Consider in E the operator T defined by T(ft g) :=f. It is easy to 
see that T is an AM-compact operator. Now, T=Z+H with H(f,g):= -g. 
Since the unit ball of C([O, 11) is order bounded, Z-Z is a semi-compact operator, 
so f=I” (see below) and consequently o(T) = (1). On the other hand, since E 
is non-atomic, 0~o,,,(T) (see, [12] Remark 3.5). 
As a consequence of the representation of the essential spectrum for AM- 
compact operators obtained in the above theorem we obtain the following 
results about the ciclicity of the essential spectrum. Similar results for a special 
class of Banach lattices were obtained in [7]. 
1.7. COROLLARY. Let E be a Banach lattice and let 01 TEL??(E) be an 
AM-compact operator. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) Zf T is a lattice homomorphism, then a,,,(T) is cyclic. 
(ii) Zf one of the following conditions 
(a) {(A - r,,,(T))R(A, F): ,I > r,,,(T)} is bounded in 9(Z?) 
(b) r,,,(T) = 1 and IIT”ll,,,rM for all n E N 
holds, then the peripherical essential spectrum 
7q,,(T) := {A E o,,,(T): IA I= l} 
is cyclic. 
PROOF. (i) Since F is a lattice homomorphism in the Banach lattice 8, the 
result follows from Theorem 1.5 and the cyclicity of the spectrum of lattice 
homomorphisms (see [15], V. Thm. 4.4). 
(ii) As in (i), if (a) holds, the result follows from Theorem 2 and ([15], V. 
Thm. 4.9). Finally, if (b) holds, since IIF”II I lIT”1I,,, and r(F)=reSS(T)= 1, we 
have that (a) holds (see [15], Example 2, pag. 326). Q.E.D. 
In order to get as a consequence of Theorem 2 the monotonicity of the essen- 
tial spectral radius for positive AM-compact operators we need the following 
result. 
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1.8. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach lattice and TE~?~~(E). Then, r(T)5 
r,,,(T). 
PROOF. By Proposition 1.4 the quotient algebra gq’(E)/.X(E) is a closed 
subalgebra of the Calkin algebra g(E)/.%(E). Then, if o,,,(T) denotes the 
spectrum of the canonical image of T in gq’(E)/X(E) and r,,,(T) its spectral 
radius, i.e., 
r,,,(T) : = sup{ 111: A E o,,,(T)), 
we have that a,,,(T) c o,,,(T) and r,,,(T) = reqr(T). Therefore, to finish the 
proof it is enough to show that a(?=) c a,,,(T). In fact, if I. $ o,,,(T), there 
exist B,, B2~gqr(E) and K,,K,E%(E) such that 
(AZ- T)B, = Z+ K, and B&II- T) = Z+ K2 
Now, it is easy to see that if KEX(E), then R=O. Hence 
(nf- T)Z?, = F and &AT- F) = z 
From this it follows that A $ o(T). Q.E.D. 
Since the spectral radius of a positive linear operator in a Banach lattice 
belongs to its spectrum ([15], V, 4.1) and is obviously monotone, we can get as 
a consequence of the above proposition and Theorem 2 the following result 
which was obtained by B. de Pagter and A.R. Schep in [12] using different 
methods. 
1.9. COROLLARY. Let E be a Banach lattice. The following statements hold: 
(i) r,,,(T) E a,,,(T) for any positive AM-compact operator T in E. 
(ii) Suppose that S, TE.~(E) are such that Or SI T and S is AM-compact. 
Then r,,,(S) 5 r,,,(T). 
1.10. REMARK. Since the square of a Dunford-Pettis operator on a Banach 
lattice is an AM-compact operator (see, [l], Cor. 19.13), and having in mind 
the spectral mapping theorem for the essential spectrum we see that the results 
of the above corollary are also true if we replace the AM-compact operator by 
a Dunford-Pettis operator. 
2. SEMICOMPACTOPERATORS.MEASUREOFNONSEMICOMPACTNESS 
We are going to study another representation of the essential spectrum of an 
AM-compact operator using semicompact operators. Let E be a Banach lattice. 
An operator TE 2’(E) is called semicompact if T maps norm bounded sets into 
almost order bounded sets (note that, differently from [17], we don’t assume 
T to be order bounded). We need to introduce the following operators: TE 9(E) 
is said to be sequentially semicompact if T maps norm bounded sequences into 
almost order bounded sets. We use the following notations: 
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8(E) := {TEE: T is semicompact}, 
y?s(E) := (TEE: T is sequentially semicompact}. 
Obviously, 9$!?) G 8(E) but, in general, the reverse inclusion does not hold 
as the following example taken from [16] shows. 
2.1. EXAMPLE. Let E := { fe I”(R): support (f) is countable} equipped with 
the supremum norm. It is easy to see that every norm bounded sequence in E 
is order bounded and thus almost order bounded. So the identity map I: E -+ E 
is sequentially semicompact. However, Z is not semicompact since BE is not 
almost order bounded because E has not a strong order unit. 
As a consequence of Corollary 1.3 of [16] we have that for a very large class 
of Banach lattices the semicompact operators and the sequentially semicompact 
operators are the same. More precisely we have: 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach lattice with order continuous norm or 
with quasi-interior points in E+. Let TE 9(E). Then, T is semicompact if and 
only if T is sequentially semicompact. 
In general, PS(E) and 8(E) are not algebraic ideals of the algebra .5?(E). 
However, we have the following result. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach lattice. Then YS(E) and 8(E) are 
closed ideals of gq’(E). 
PROOF. Let TEP~(E), Segq’(E) and {x,} c E a norm bounded sequence. 
Since S({x,: nE N})cE is norm bounded, TS((x,: nE N})cE is an almost 
order bounded set. Thus, TSEP~(E). We prove that ST({x,: ne N})G E is 
almost order bounded. Let .s>O. Since S(B,) is norm bounded there exists 
r>O such that S(B,) c rBE. Take Q>O, such that rQ<&/2. Since T({x,: n E IN}) 
is almost order bounded there exists u>O such that 
T({x,: n E N}) c [-u, u] +@BE. 
Since Sggq’(E) there exists u> 0 such that 
S([-o, u]) c [-u, u] + (&/2)BE. 
Thus we have 
ST({x,: n E N}) c [-u, u] +&BE. 
Therefore, STey?,(E). Thus 9$(E) is an ideal of gq’(E). Suppose now that 
T, E PS(E) and T,, -+ TE zZq’(E) uniformly. Let E > 0 and {xn} a norm bounded 
sequence in E. Take r>O such that {xn: n E N} c rBE. By the uniform con- 
vergence it follows that there exists m E N such that l/Tm - T/I <e/(2r). Hence 
(T, - T)({x,: n E N}) C (&/2)BE. 
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Since T,,, E PS(E), there exists u >0 such that 
T,({x,: n E N}) c [-u, u] + (a/2)&. 
Thus, T({x,: nEtN))C[--U,U]+EB~. From this it follows that TEAM. 
Therefore Ps(E) is closed in gqr(E). This concludes the proof for 9$!?). The 
proof for B(E) is similar. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of the above proposition we have that 9?q’(E)/Ys(E) is a 
Banach algebra. Let rcs : .JZ?~~(E) + S?q’(E)/~s(E) be the canonical homomor- 
phism. We denote by a,(T) the spectrum of n,(T) in the Banach algebra 
9(E)/Ps(E) and we define IITllS:= 11z,(T)jl for every TE~?~‘(E). 
Observe that if TEALS, then F= 0 if and only if TE YS(E). This is the 
key to establish the following relation between the spectrum a(T) and a,(T). 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach lattice and TE.~‘~‘(E). Then the fol- 
lowing hold: 
(i) a(T) c a,(T). 
(ii) If T is AM-compact, then 
o,,,(T)-(O) = o(F)- (0) = a,(T)-(O). 
PROOF. (i) If A$ a,(T), then AZ- 7rrr,(T) is invertible in gq’(E)/9$(E). Hence 
there exist SE~!?~~(E) and Kl,K2 E YS(E) such that 
s(,U- T) = Z+K, and (AZ- T)S = I+ K2. 
Then, having in mind the above observation, we have 
s(AI’- F) = f and (Af- F) 9 = 1 
It follows that ,%I$&). 
(ii) Suppose that T is AM-compact. By Theorem 2, we have 
o,,,(T) - (0) = a(F) - (01, 
so by (i) it is enough to show that 0 #A $ a,,,(T) implies that A $ o,(T). In fact: 
If O#A E a,,,(T) there exist SE.~(E) and K1, K2 ES(E) such that 
S(U- T) = I+ K, and (AZ- T)S = Z+ K2. 
Hence, since T is AM-compact 
S=(~/~~)(Z+K,+ST)E~‘~‘(E). 
Thus, all the operators are in &Fq’(E). Thus it follows from (i) that 
z,(S)(AZ- n,(T)) = Z and (AZ- n,(T))n,(S) = I. 
Therefore, A $ a,(T). Q.E.D. 
In the sequel we need the measure of non-semicompactness introduced in 
[ 121. For a norm bounded set D c E it is defined as 
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e(o):= inf{d>O: BOSUEE such that DC [-u,u]+c~BE}. 
Then, Q(E) = 0 if and only if D is almost order bounded. For TE gq’(E) the 
measure of non-semicompactness is defined by 
Q(T) = inf(kr0: ~(Tll)sk@(D) for all norm bounded DcE}. 
In [12] the following properties or e are proved: 
(a) Q(TD)sQ(T)Q(D) for all norm bounded DcE. 
(b) Q(T) =0 if and only if T is semicompact. 
(c) e(T)5 IlTll. 
(d) e(T) =e(TB,). 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach lattice. Then: 
(0 ll(~,)+.W)Il =e(b,: n E kJ>) for any (x,) E I,(E). 
(ii) Ili’ll se(T) for TEAM’, with equality if E is separable. 
(iii) e(T)5 l/T/Is for TEzZ’~*(E) if E has order continuous norm or a quasi- 
interior point. 
PROOF. Part (i) is straightforward. (ii) From (i) and (a) it follows that 
lITI = swllVx,)+~(E)II: I~(x,)+~(E)II~~> 
=sup(&{Tx,,: n~k.J}):@({x,: nelhl})<l} 
I sup{@(T)@({x,: n E kJ})/@({x,: n E n\l})s 1) = Q(T). 
If E is separable there exists a sequence {x,} such that BE =cl({x,: n E N}). 
Then 
Q(T) = Q(TB~) I ~(cl(T{x,: n E tN})) = e(T({x,: n E N})) 
= llV%J+.@)/I = lI~k)+~(E)1/I 5 lITI IIW+~WII 5 ll~ll. 
(iii) By Proposition 3, Ys(E) =9(E). Hence for every SE Ys(E) we have 
Q(T) I inf{IJT+S/I: SEY~(E)} = IITlls. Q.E.D. 
2.6. REMARK. R.D. Nussbaum [ll] proved that r,,,(T)=lim,,, ym, for 
TEE, p being the measure of non-compactness. Suppose that E is a separ- 
able Banach lattice and TEE is AM-compact. Then it follows from the 
above proposition and Theorem 1.5 that 
r,,,(T) = r(F) = lim w = ,li_i vm, 
n-m 
i.e., we have a formula similar to the Nussbaum formula for the measure of 
non semicompactness. 
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